
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT PROPOSALS
TO GET BIG MONEY OUT OF POLITICS

Amendment
Proposal

Democracy For All
Amendment

Wolf Pac’s
Convention Call

We The People
Amendment

Bernie Sanders’
Amendment

Restore Democracy
Amendment

Sponsoring
Organization

Free Speech For

People
Move to Amend Bernie Sanders Citizens Take ActionWolf Pac

Does the amendment
guarantee specific

reforms?

No. The amendment

only makes reforms

possible in the future. 

No. Wolf Pac is calling

for a convention but
has not proposed

amendment language.

Probably. The amendment

has very broad language

so it is difficult to say what
specific reforms would

result.

Probably. Like the We

The People Amendment,

the language is

powerful but unspecific. 

Yes. Corporations and
unions would be

prevented from using

general treasury funds

for political purposes.

Does the amendment
overturn Citizens

United?

No, though passing the

amendment would make
it possible to do so.

No. There is no way to
know what would result

from the convention
Wolf Pac proposes. 

Yes. It strips away
constitutional rights
from corporations,

unions, and all other

artificial entities. 

Yes, by preventing
artificial entities from

making campaign

expenditures.

Yes, by enacting the
limits described above.

Does the amendment
shift power from the

Supreme Court back to
We The People?

Yes, it would give We
The People more power

to pass meaningful

campaign finance reform. 

No, for the reasons

mentioned above.

Yes. Though its vague

language may be the

subject of additional
Supreme Court decisions.

Yes, it would give We
The People more power

to pass meaningful

campaign finance reform. 

Yes, it would give We
The People more power

to pass meaningful

campaign finance reform. 

Does the amendment
appeal to both
Democrats and

Republicans?

Yes, because it does not

specifically single out
corporations or unions.

Possibly. There is no

specific amendment
language to consider. 

No. Most Republicans

do not support

abolishing all corporate

constitutional rights.

Probably. The

Amendment does not

single out corporations
or unions.

Yes, by placing limits on

both corporations and
unions.

Can the amendment
actually be ratified

by 38 states?

Probably. But since it

does not even overturn

Citizens United its impact
would be limited.

Possibly. Until we see
an actual amendment

there is no way to know. 

Probably not. Proposing

huge changes with vague
language makes the

amendment extremely

vulnerable to attack.

Probably not. Overly

broad and vague

language will likely
prevent meaningful

progress.

Yes. It’s clear, powerful,
and bipartisan, and no

other proposal meets all

four criteria above. 
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